
UIC Honors  Col lege 

 Welcome to the new academic year! 
As you’ll see in this issue of the Ampersand, 
there’s much activity in the Honors College. 
The College is at an all-time high of 1460 
students. For the 2nd year in a row, we’ve 
welcomed an entering class of 300 new 
freshmen. We’ve also just welcomed 124 new 
continuing students, and 125 new transfer 
students.  

 This Ampersand welcomes the new 
Student Editor, Sasidhar S. Madugula, a new 
editorial board, and a new Faculty Advisor, 
Mark Chiang, Associate Professor of English 
and Coordinator of Asian American Studies. 
We thank them for their great efforts to keep 
the Honors community updated with this 
newsletter. In this issue, you’ll read about an 
incredible line-up of speakers in the “Honors 
College Leadership Lecture Series,” sponsored 
by the Caterpillar Foundation. As I write this, 
we’ve just welcomed our first speaker, former 
Illinois Governor Jim Edgar, co-sponsored by 
the Political Science Department. Ten 
students had the extraordinary opportunity to 
have lunch with Governor Edgar and hear 
first hand what lead him to his leadership 
experiences and what advice he has for them. 
This experience will be played out multiple 
times this semester with speakers co-
sponsored with Political Sciences: Erma 
Tranter (Executive Director, Friends of the 
Parks), Joe Ferguson (Inspector General, City 
of Chicago), Manny Flores (Chairman, IL 
Commerce Commission), and Maria De Los 
Angeles Torres (Professor and Head of UIC’s 
Department of Latin American Studies).  

 In addition, the Honors College is 

hosting four 
speakers in the 
context of the 
Honors Seminar 
on Leadership 
taught by Dr. 
Michael Miller. 
Speakers include:  
Rina K. Dukor 
(President, 
BioTools, Inc.), 
Mary Dillon 
(CEO, US 
Cellular), Bruce Brineman (Operations 
Manager, Caterpillar, Inc.), and Michael 
DeSantiago (President, Primera Engineering). 

 I can’t point to a better example of 
the “value added” of the Honors College 
education than this -- we are inspiring future 
leaders through example. 

Best wishes, 

Dean Bette L. Bottoms 
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Hey, Honors College! 
 

Throughout this year, you’ll see posters and flyers on walls advertising various events throughout the campus. The Honors Col-
lege Advisory Board (HCAB) is in charge of creating these various activities for the Honors College student population. 

Our first event, the Honors College Picnic for freshmen, went 
smoothly with clear skies and no sign of rain. This event started the year 
off on a good foot and allowed the new freshman to meet their Honors 
Ambassadors who will mentor and provide them with advice throughout 
the year and the HCAB members. One of the main activities was a photo 
scavenger hunt where the students grouped with their respective HCAB 
members and Honors Ambassadors explored UIC, taking pictures as 
directed on their list. Congratulations goes out to the winning team who 
took home Jamba Juice gift cards. 

Furthermore, HCAB hosted our first successful Crafts Night: 
Tie-dying on Wednesday, September 15th! A different crafts event will 
take place each month from 5-8 pm in the Honors College lounge. The 
most recent one was on Wednesday, October 20th, a Halloween Party 
featuring pumpkin carving, apple bobbing, and costume contests with 
yummy prizes. Watch out for HCAB's Games Night coming in Novem-
ber. Last year, we raffled off a Kindle and an iPod, and it was such a suc-
cess that we're bringing it back. 

HCAB's semesterly luncheon was held on Wednesday, October, 27th in the Honors College Lounge. Honors College students 
were provided a free, hot lunch catered by a local restaurant. In the past year, we've had Mexican and Soul food. This semester HCAB 
ordered delicious Middle Eastern food for students. It was a great social setting for students to interact with their fellows. 

HCAB purchased Lion King tickets that sold-out instantly at the front desk! If you missed your chance to spend a fun night in 
the city, HCAB will be selling Wicked tickets in the future, so keep checking your emails and don't miss out. 

Lastly, this is probably on everyone’s mind. There will be another Honors College Ball! HCAB is already hard at work prepar-
ing for another successful ball coming up on Saturday, February 26th at the gorgeous Millenium Knickerbocker Hotel. We’re very excited! 

This will be another great year, so look out for these great chances to be an active member of the Honors College. 
 
-Helen Hwang 
Vice-President, Honors College Advisory Board 
Ball Committee Chair 

Upcoming Events:  
Leadership Lecture Series (See page 6) 

HCAB Game Night November 17th, 2010 

Junior Capstone Workshop November 22, 2010 at 3:00 PM.  

18th Annual Honors College Ball February 26, 2011, 6:00 PM - 11:45 PM 

 

Please go to http://www.uic.edu/htbin/eventcal/eventcal.fcgi for all general UIC events.  

This Year’s HCAB board 
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It has been nearly a year since The Asterisk first emerged in the Honors College and provided a quality source of satire for stu-
dents.  We take serious subjects from the University, City, and national levels and put them in a more humorous light.  Many people con-
sider us as The Onion, UIC-style.  We’ve covered everything from solutions for the University’s budget crisis, to tips for freshman suc-
cess, to the BP PR crisis, and we welcome all student submissions. 

  While historians to this day still debate the true origin of The Asterisk, there are three leading theories: 

1) Through a series of complex organic processes and mechanisms, a satirical tissue emerged from a Kleenex 
box.  Over many semesters, the tissue evolved, first into a napkin, then an 8.5” X 11” piece of printer paper, 
until finally it resembled the 8 page newspaper that we know today.  Extensive research into the printers of 
Burnham Hall has provided evidence of such a theory, but many find the research methodology flawed. 

2) An omnipotent editor looked upon blank pieces of paper and created the first publication.  Writers lived in 
a paradise of original ideas and grammatically correct sentences.  One day, a writer lifted an article idea from 
The Onion, and the omnipotent editor, in his wrath, cast the writers out of his graces.  Since that time, the 
writers have had to rely solely on their imaginations for articles, and have been at the mercy of 2nd-rate proof-
reading software. 

3) A small group of Honors College students thought that a funny, satirical newspaper would be a good idea and decided to pool 
their talents and funds to start the newspaper. 

Regardless of the origin of the paper, The Asterisk has been a great success in the last year.  We take submissions from all students, sent 
to our g-mail address: asterisk.uic@gmail.com 

Articles, photoshops, illustrations, fake advertisements--we rely upon the satirical wit and talent of all students.  Barring vulgarity or per-
sonal libel, we attempt to include everything that is sent to us.  Look for us every couple of weeks when we host bake sales in Burnham 
Hall to fund our issues.  If you are interested in reading The Asterisk, there are usually a few issues floating around in the Honors College 
Lounge in Burnham Hall. 

A Satirical Welcome from the Staff  of  The Asterisk 

HCAB Haunted Event:  

mailto:asterisk.uic@gmail.com�
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Chicago is famous for its skyline, pizza, and ambitious sports fans (Bulls '11, this is our year...right?). Less frequently fawned 
over is the explosive arts scene. Most people are aware of the big shows and concerts, but few are aware of the dance events happening 
every day in the city. From hip hop classes to African dance performances, Chicago is bustling with pirouettes and bootypops everyday. 
Equally impressive, and slightly more obscure (yet very accessible), are the classical dance performances. There are several Chicago-based 
companies dedicated to preserving and popularizing classical dance traditions. One such company, Natya Dance Theatre (NDT) , has 
been doing so for the past 35 years. NDT performs Bharatanatyam, a classical form of dance from southern India. The artistic director, 
Hema Rajagopalan, has been lauded for marrying the beauty of such ancient movements with an exploration of modern interpretations, 
while allowing the form to remain dynamic and adaptable.  

Bharatanatyam can be traced back to an ancient treatise on Indian 
performing arts--the Natya Sastra--thought to date back more than two 
thousand years. The author of this text, Sage Bharata, lent his namesake to 
one of the resulting dance forms. Thus, in Sanskrit the name is self-
explanatory - Bharata + natyam (dance of). Bharatanatyam has two major 
components: a pure dance aspect comprised of bodily movements, called 
nritta, and the expressional aspect known as abhinaya. Abhinaya is performed 
by utilizing facial expressions and a lexicon of hand gestures.  

While aesthetic beauty is perhaps the most noticeable attribute of 
this art form, the ideal goal of a performer is to bestow the audience mem-
ber with an awakening, an intimate connection to the art through a physical inter-
pretation of music. Known as rasa, this uplifting experience is meant to leave the viewer, as well as the dancer, with a sense of fulfillment -
spiritual or otherwise.  

Growing up as a second-generation Indian in the United States often led to situations requiring me to choose which culture to 
identify with. Though born and raised in the Chicago suburbs, at home I was surrounded by constant reminders of my heritage. Dance 
was but one of these reminders, but soon became the most prominent and important reminder in my life. While enjoyment of movement 
came naturally to me, I struggled to relate to an art form that was so strongly rooted in religious devotion. How could I, when being a 
vehement atheist was the "cool kid" option? Regardless of my personal religious and spiritual beliefs, I have now come to understand that 
an appreciation of this art form - or any, for that matter - is unrelated to how or why you or I believe a God to exist, or not exist.   

The simple appreciation of beauty goes quite a long way in the arts. John Keats' Ode on a Grecian Urn aptly decrees that 
"beauty is truth, and truth beauty. That is all ye know on Earth, and all ye need to know…" This simple message at first seems profound, 
but upon further inspection is merely a statement of what we inherently know to be true. Have you ever lost yourself in a moment of 
appreciation while listening to your favorite song? Perhaps a movie, or a painting, or that incredibly attractive protagonist on TV caused 
you to experience a few moments of bliss, where you weren't actively thinking about anything, but simply savoring the pleasant aesthetic 
qualities of the moment. This is the simplest way of describing rasa. Personally, I've found immense satisfaction in attempting to increase 
the amount of time I spend basking in the sense of tranquility that accompanies this simple knowledge. Some people choose to explain 
these feelings of realization by praising a higher being, but I do not think this connection is necessary to appreciate a Bharatanatyam per-
formance. 

The majority of the stories depicted by Bharatanatyam dancers come from Hindu mythology. The 
human soul is always the main role a dancer portrays, though the interpretations of this character range 
from lion-headed demons to inanimate objects to lovelorn maidens. The stories merely provide relat-
able characters and plots that allow the audience to more easily understand the basic moral messages 
being conveyed. However exotically bejeweled and made up, the dancer is simply telling a story about 
the triumphs and struggles in each of our lives. Whether you wish to relate this with a journey to un-
derstanding a higher being, or understanding the world around you, every performance imparts an 
introspective analysis of life that you may have previously been unaware of. Either way, the potency of 
the arts on a human soul is something to be experienced by everyone. 

UIC boasts seven students as company members. I strongly urge you to to attend an upcoming 
performance and experience rasa for yourself! 

       -Vidya Govind-Thomas 

(Natya dancers at UIC:  Chithra Asokan ('10), Amulya Gampa ('13), Anuhya Gampa ('12), Shobhana Gopalakrishnan ('11), Neelima Kartha ('11), 
Sirisha Koduri ('07), and Vidya Govind-Thomas ('13).) 

Bharatanatyam 

Courtesy of Ravi Ganapathi of Natya Dance 
Theater 

Courtesy of Amitava Sarkar of Natya Dance Theater 



Hip Hop Congress  
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Hip Hop is Alive 

 Only at the UIC Hip Hop Congress can one discover a combination of funky beats, passionate souls, and the defiance of grav-
ity.  Here, enthusiasts escape from their daily tribulations to let loose individual expressivity.  UIC Hip Hop Congress is a community of 
Bboys, or breakdancers, with the goal of both spreading hip hop culture and clearing any misconceptions that the general public may 
hold. “It’s about finding your inner self and letting it manifest in each and every detailed movement,” says Jerome Javier, a freshman 
member. Members spend many dedicated hours creating their own “sets” and styles that best display their unique personalities.   Some 
prefer power moves, the acrobatic gymnastic-like tricks that the average layman can readily enjoy.  This branch includes, but is not lim-
ited to, windmills, flares, 1990s, and master swipes.  These tricks are strength and technique intensive, requiring unrelenting stamina 
and perseverance. Others choose to focus on the more discrete dancing elements, also referred to as “style” moves, which only careful 
observers may notice.  These details are compounded during the footwork aspect of breakdancing, which include toprocking, down-
rocking, and everything in between.  In this field, musicality is especially important, as Bboys must “ride” the beat of the music to be 
hailed as true disciples of “style.” 

 Also of interest is the great diversity of the origins of the members of the Hip Hop Congress.  Many members are originally 
from the city of Chicago, but some come from Oak Lawn, and others claim suburbs as far as Naperville as their hometowns.  Where did 
Bboys from suburbs lacking in urban arts exposure receive their influence from? “Well, there were all those TV shows that started pop-
ping up, like America’s Best Dance Crew and So You Think You Can Dance,” says Will Alonso, a Bboy from Neuqua Valley High 
School in Naperville, “But the main influence was probably Youtube.” Many tend to agree with the idea of Youtube as a huge influence 
and valuable resource.  Countless worldwide competitions and dance “battles” can be viewed at the website, as well as tutorials, docu-
mentaries, and movies.  Other websites with similar offerings include Bboyworld.com and Bboy.org. 

 The Congress also invites Bboys and Bgirls of local fame on a regular basis.  They include members of Chicago Tribe, Jugger-
nautz Crew,  and Sour Apples Crew.  These members take the art to a new level, supplying fledgling members of the Congress with 
motivation and influence. Being active members of the hip hop scene of Chicago, these guests also provide a comprehensive view of the 
history of hip hop and a look into what makes the Chicago hip hop scene so unique.   

 As a student organization of UIC, the Hip Hop Congress hopes to take an active role in on-campus events.  In the past, the 
Congress has held jams and battles, and occasionally, it will choreograph a show.  Last year, Hip Hop Congress performed at Friday 
Night Live, and two years ago, members prepared a show for the Imperial Ball hosted by AASIA. The UIC Hip Hop Congress is open to 
anyone, regardless of level of skill.  Whether it is the music, dance, or fashion, hip hop enthusiasts are welcome to share with the com-
munity.  For more information, please consult the Facebook group or contact the president, Clarence Vien at cvien2@uic.edu). 

       -Alex Kim 

Our author in action 
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This semester, the Honors College is sponsoring a Leadership Lecture Series by prominent leader from business and govern-
ment, including co-sponsorship of “The Future of Chicago Lecture Series” that is hosted annually by the Department of Political Science. 
This lectureship is funded in part through the generosity of the Caterpillar foundation.  On September 29th, the series featured Jim Edgar, 
former governor of Illinois.  Drawing on his experience as governor, he underlined the importance of the state’s future in determining the 
city’s path, since the city receives money from the state.      

Edgar, who served as the Republican governor from 1991-1999, stressed the importance of the fact that the winner of this year’s 
gubernatorial election needs to be firm in guiding the state out of a $13 billion deficit, the worst in the state’s history.  Edgar stressed 
three main points to start the process of making the state solvent again: an end to the borrowing by state legislatures, cuts to be made in 
programs, and revenue increases.  And these cuts would not be trivial either.  “There are a lot of good programs that are going to have to 
go,” Edgar reminded the audience.  Citing his tenure as governor as an example, Edgar mentioned how his office cut spending on a vari-
ety of programs and established a surplus in the state budget, which was depleted after he left 
office in 1999.   

Responding to the concern that many people depend upon the programs on the chop-
ping block, Edgar acknowledged that when he was deciding which programs needed trimming, he 
asked his staff, “if we cut this, will it kill someone?” in order to put parameters on what, and how 
much, should to be cut.  Edgar said he hopes that the next governor, and new legislature in 
Springfield for that matter, will realize that something needs to be done immediately about the 
fiscal crisis the state faces.  The politicians in Springfield need to stop playing “kick the can poli-
tics,” according to Edgar.   

Another topic discussed by the former governor during the fifty-minute lecture was his 
own leadership experience, centering on why he chose to exit the political sphere after his two 
terms in office, at a time when his approval ratings were remarkably high.  He explained his belief 
that at the executive level of government, it’s not good to stick around too long, adding that he 
wasn’t so sure about that philosophy at the city level, humorously pointing to Chicago’s history of 
mayors with long tenures in office, most recently with Richard M. Daley.  Edgar gave much of the 
credit for his success in office to his team of advisors, most of whom stayed on past his first term 
and were even asked to serve by George Ryan, Edgar’s successor in office.   

Explaining what kept him grounded, Edgar mentioned Mike Lawrence, his press secre-
tary and senior adviser, who would diplomatically respond to off-base political suggestions with, 
“now, how would that look on the front page of the Chicago Tribune?”   

After the lecture, a luncheon, sponsored by the Honors College, took place with several leaders of student organizations, as well 
as selected political science students.  During the luncheon, Edgar spoke with the students, inquiring about the role student organizations 
serve on UIC’s mostly commuter-populated campus.  The former governor joked that he personally was never one of “the best and 
brightest,” as the students were described by Dick Simpson, Professor and Head of the Political Science Department.  Edgar spoke with 
students about his own history of student leadership, when he was president of the student government at his alma mater, Eastern Illinois 
University. 

The Honors College Leadership Lecture Series continues throughout the fall semester.  -Bryan Kilian 

The Honorable Jim Edgar  

Upcoming  Honors College Leadership Lectures:  

Manny Flores,  Chairman, Illinois Commerce Commission 
Wednesday, November 17th 2010, 12:00 pm in LCC3  

 
Michael DeSantiago, President, Primera Engineering 

Tuesday, November 23 2010 9:30 am in SH 220 
 

Tony Peraica, Board Commissioner, Cook County 
Wednesday, November 24 2010, 12:00 pm in LCC3 
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Culture Shock:  A Beginning 

After traveling by air for nearly 24 hours from Chicago to Hyderabad, the exhaustion that I expected never surfaced. Only a 
tickling anxiety resided within me because this trip was my first return in 10 years to my birthplace. After landing in a marvelous interna-
tional airport in India, I was quite impressed at the modern Hyderabad and how much everything within the city had advanced. From the 
glamorous terminals, brightly and vividly lit, displaying pieces of art and culture, to the passenger pick-up area studded with local and in-
ternational restaurants, the signs of modernity were apparent. Yet, upon exiting the terminal and seeing familiar faces, I was taken home 
to a very different place in a 1990 Suzuki van, tightly packed with three others sitting next to me and nearly 8 suitcases and two extra pas-
sengers sitting in the rear. It was an amazing fit. It boggled my mind to think that such a tiny, compact van could contain so many people 
and suitcases. It would aptly be described as 3d Tetris: bags, people, blocks, no difference. The drive to my grandparents’ home took me 
from the 21st century to the reality I had to face: I would be living in a radically different environment relative to my residence in the quiet 
suburbs of Downers Grove. 

 The differences first emerged as I attempted to accustom myself to my grandparents’ 
home, a three floored prism erected amidst many other structures similarly built in a cramped, 
congested street. The topmost floor had been recently constructed to accommodate the 20 plus 
members of my family who had arrived from all over America to attend my youngest uncle’s 
wedding. This was a true family conglomeration and something that I had excitedly awaited. It 
was quite something to live in a multi-family home once again. The dynamics of living with three 
other families was demanding, as it required patience and understanding from every family mem-
ber to a much higher degree than in the suburbs of Downers Grove. I had a month and a half 
ahead of me. 

Pleasant, right? If only…in all honesty, though I had never admitted it at the time, I was quite 
taken back. I felt very much out of place. My family members made sure I felt no discomfort. 
They had accessed every available resource to accommodate for all needs. As much as I wished 
to smile and be happy, I felt strange about where I was. Greeted with fireworks inside the house 

and biryani (yes, Google it) at 4 am, I was well pampered. I had returned to the same home in which I once made cherished memories, yet 
I could not sleep nor could I feel comfort. Perhaps the cause was how constricted everything felt, how much trash was littered on the 
street or the constant noises of cars and scooters tooting away all night. Still, after some time, after I experienced new places and made 
new memories, a personal change blossomed within me. 

My first day was surreal. I ate breakfast from a street vendor, rode on a scooter everywhere, fell down as well, discovered the 
hectic, yet smooth traffic system of no signals and only horns, enjoyed the view from the roof of my grandparents’ house, and broadened 
my perspective. I thought the street on which I grew up looked quite dirty and tiny, fitting enough only for a one lane, one way street. 
Yet, by the time I left, it seemed much grander and even the litter seemed appropriate. The dogs, cats, chickens, goats, and even cows 
became landmarks for me. The tooting of the traffic, the ringing of the bells in the local temples, and the prayer calls of mosques unified 
into a harmonious sound. 

My perception of the people in the city transformed as well. I arrived with the most basic understanding of the Hyderabadis. 
Initially, I believed all Hyderabadi citizens were either Hindu or Muslim, and that mostly everyone fell into a generalized socioeconomic 
group. As naïve as that was, with time, the religious, linguistic, cultural, and historical complexities of the locals became apparent. The 
diversity of the people was readily observable. Where one person spoke Hindi, another spoke Urdu, or Tamil, or Telugu and while one 
person still derived natural gas from the manure of his milking cow, another would be watching his new Samsung TV and going on busi-
ness trips to Dubai. Where some families lived in classical traditions, another would spend the day at the latest shopping center or the 
newest theatre splurging cash and eating KFC. The people of Hyderabad represented a unification of many elements of the world. This 
city represented both eastern and western cultures. The people’s backgrounds and activities were a truly remarkable feature that embodied 
the multifarious nature of the city. Within the next month, I had a lifetime’s experience understanding the broad and diverse nature of the 
world with its many facets. From a local student from the suburbs, in that month and a half, I occupied the position of a medical assistant 
at a clinic, a shoe salesman, and even a domestic engineer. There’s more to come on this matter in the next issue. 

-Saif Ali 

Our hero attempting to mount a camel 
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Student Organization Spotlight: 

Asian American Resource and Cultural Center 
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What exactly is AARCC? On a basic level, it is an office and lounge located in Taft Hall, room 101. It has been described by students and 
staff as an “oasis” filled with welcoming faces, a support network, a convenient location for commuters to relax, and a place to meet up 
with old friends while discovering new, interesting people. AARCC was created about five years ago in order to provide support for and 
address the needs of Asian Americans, a group that constitutes about twenty percent of the student body and thirteen percent of the fac-
ulty and staff. Among these numbers are the people who make the AARCC possible. Director Karen Su “works on educational programs 
to raise awareness of Asian American issues and promote knowledge of Asian American studies.” The smiling face at the front desk, 
Elvin Chan, handles other important issues such as technology and finances as well as connecting students, faculty, and staff with the vast 
number of opportunities in Chicago’s various Asian communities. Along with the professional staff, a team of four students takes on 
responsibilities such as community outreach, publications, and campus outreach.   

However, AARCC is more than just a place to relax. Just this fall, an official Asian American Studies Program along with Minor launched 
after continuous support from students, staff, and faculty alike. While taking classes is a great way to directly learn about concerns rele-
vant to Asian Americans, it is by no means the only way. April is UIC’s Asian American Awareness Month, which consists of a multitude 

of events meant to increase awareness of issues as well as celebrate culture. 
Students were able to showcase their creativity through events such as 
ImaginAsian, Asian American Students in Alliance’s fashion and variety 
show. During India Night and Uproot’s performances, the Indians and 
Filipinos respectively showcased their dancing, singing, and acting abilities. 
On a more serious note, an upcoming event coordinated by the AARCC 
and various off-campus organizations is a film screening of “Vincent 
Who?” on October 22nd. The documentary focuses on the 1982 murder of 
Vincent Chin by two Caucasian autoworkers due to anti-Japanese senti-
ments. The murderers were fined monetarily, but received no jail time, 
causing outrage in the Asian American community. From this injustice 
arose a civil rights movement that has expanded civil rights protection for 
all people of the United States.  

AARCC also overseas a dizzying array of student organizations such as 
Asian American Coalition Committee, UIC Bhangra, and Japanese Audio 
Visual Cultural Association among many others. Recently, the Asian 
American Coalition Committee coordinated an event called Night Vision, 

an evening of performances by individuals, groups, and both on and off campus 
organizations. Performances included dancing, singing, and even a mini fashion 

walk. One organization currently coordinated by Karen Su is the Peer Mentor Program, which helps facilitate a smooth transition into life 
at UIC for new students. The group consists of friendly, caring, and experienced UIC students who are more than willing to show new 
students the ropes to college success. Yet, the Peer Mentor Program is not just all work and no fun. In fact, the situation is much the op-
posite; students enjoy social activities such as ethnic food outings, bowling parties, potlucks, and even a trip to see one of the top Asian 
American comedy groups perform. Beyond the many organizations and events AARCC oversees on campus, AARCC also promotes 
connections between UIC and Chicago’s Asian American resources, providing opportunities for students to take advantage of more ac-
tivities off-campus.  

Although the office and all its events and organizations are concerned with Asian Americans, AARCC is by no means exclusive. Director 
Karen Su notes that AARCC has two main objectives. Many students come to college without a sense of their Asian American identity 
due to a previous lack of a cultural support network. Thus, one goal is to support Asian Americans by providing them with “an opportu-
nity to learn about their own culture” as well as resources and guidance needed to succeed. The second is to raise awareness for Asian 
American issues, an aim that pertains to the whole community, not just those who identify as Asian Americans. With open arms, AARCC 
welcomes “all members of the UIC campus and the surrounding community who have an interest in issues relevant to Asian Americans.” 

 

    -Wenji Guo 

 

 

The AARCC Office located in Taft Hall 
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The Peer  Health Exchange 

 

The UIC student body consists of different groups with varied interests, and sometimes it is hard to see the larger, more unified 
picture for the diverse pixels. One group that consists of pre-health students presents great unity and purpose, however. Getting into 
medical, dental, or pharmacy school is no small feat, and neither is, more importantly, getting genuine exposure to the topics and issues 
that will be an integral part of our professional lives.  

Fortunately, there are organizations such as the Peer Health Exchange to help solve this problem. The Peer Health Exchange is 
a national organization, with chapters from New York to San Francisco. The organization trains students to conduct workshops related 
to health issues in Chicago high schools that have 50% or more of their students below the poverty line. Students go to classrooms and 
give lectures and demonstrations concerning relevant topics like drugs, alcohol, sexual health, and tobacco. Beginning its fourth year here 
in Chicago and its third year at UIC, the organization consists of 62 volunteers— including 10 leadership council members (one for every 
topic) and two co-coordinators, Cindy Shaw and Alex Basak.  

In order to gain the privilege of teaching once a week, volunteers must thoroughly study their chosen topic and get a passing 
grade (80%) on a mock teaching session given before the organization leaders. All this occurs after a competitive application process—
this year only 33 of 97 applicants were accepted into this organization. This amount of rigor is essential, student co-ordinator Cindy Shaw 
says, “because we reach more than 650 students a year”. It also pays off: “we have a very positive reception”, says Shaw and when asked 
for some statistics said, “79% of Chicago Students when given a survey responded that they had already used something they had learned 
from the workshops to make a decision about their health ”.  

The workshops themselves are meant to be interactive: “There’s a lot of room for engagement. We want to share information in 
a peer environment. We don’t want this to be just another classroom” Shaw says. This is reflected in the open and engaging style of the 
workshops, and the student-teachers are instructed to always keep in mind the “peer” aspect of their work.  

All this makes The Peer Health Exchange both a very influential organization and a legitimate way to learn about healthcare 
from the perspective of the everyday person and the issues that concern them the most. In addition, interaction is an integral part of any 
field that involves with patient-care, and this organization provides excellent training in that as well. Even for those who are not interested 
in health-care in the future, this organization presents to them a highly effect way to volunteer their time and make a difference in the 
lives of people—which is after all the main focus. And as Cindy Shaw puts it in her response to the above mentioned surveys, “it’s really 
nice to know that the students are taking something valuable out of the workshop”.  

If you are interested and would like more information, please contact The Peer Health Exchange at 
uic@peerhealthexchange.org.      

     -Sasi Madugula 

 

The Peer Health Exchange Volunteer Force 
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Notes from the Office of  Special Scholarship Programs 

 
As the weather starts to cool down, scholarship deadlines begin to heat up!  Remember – OSSP will assist students with any national 
scholarships listed here or ones that you bring to our attention!  Here is your guide to some nationally competitive scholarships and fel-
lowships that might suit you: 
 
Merage Fellowship for the American Dream (UIC Deadline: October 22, 2010): The Merage Institute for the 
American Dream is dedicated to promoting opportunities for immigrants to achieve their American dreams. The foundation provides 
each of its Fellows with a two-year stipend of $20,000. Stipends may be used for fostering education, studying abroad, securing mentors, 
and supporting internship opportunities. Applicants must be full-time senior students, and immigrants to the United States. Candidates 
will be selected based on demonstrated academic achievement, leadership, creativity, and consistent ethical behavior. US citizens, perma-
nent residents, or immigrants indicating that they are in the process of becoming a citizen are all eligible.  Note: UIC is only allowed to 
nominate (3) students per year. Students undertake an institutional review after the UIC deadline. 
Website: http://www.meragefoundations.com/mfad_fellows.html 
 
Soros Fellowship (National Deadline: November 1, 2010): The purpose of The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships for New 
Americans is to provide opportunities for continuing generations of able and accomplished 'new Americans' to achieve leadership in their 
chosen fields and to partake of the American dream. Fellows must have shown potential in the fields for which they seek further educa-
tion; the capacity for creativity, persistence and work; and the commitment to the values of the United States Constitution and the Bill of 
Rights, which protect the American dream. Recipients are given tuition and living expenses up to $90,000 for two academic years. 
Website: http://www.pdsoros.org/  
 
National Science Foundation (National Deadlines run Nov 15-22, 2010): The NSF offers awards to graduating sen-
iors and first year graduate students that provide an annual $10,500 tuition allowance and $30,000 stipend towards graduate school. Most 
fields of science, math, engineering and the social sciences are eligible.  MD, JD, MSW and clinical psychology degrees are not funded by NSF. 
Students apply directly to NSF.  
Website: http://www.uic.edu/depts/oaa/ssp/nsf 
 
Critical Languages Scholarship (National Deadline is Nov. 15, 2010): Provides a full-expenses award to participate in 
group-based intensive language instruction and structured cultural enrichment experiences for 7-10 weeks over the summer at language 
institutes abroad.  Must be a U.S. citizen and have completed at least one year of university study by the time you attend the language 
institute in summer 2011.  
Website:  www.clscholarship.org   
Eligible languages include: 

Arabic:  Advanced beginning, intermediate or advanced level; 
Bangla/Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian, Korean, Punjabi, Turkish, or Urdu: beginner, intermediate or advanced level; 
Azerbaijani, Chinese, Japanese, Persian**, or Russian:  intermediate or advanced level.  **Students of Persian must be graduating 
seniors or current graduate students only. 

 

Goldwater Scholarship (UIC Deadline: November 15, 2010): The Goldwater Scholarship is awarded annually to out-
standing sophomores and juniors interested in pursuing a career in science, math or engineering.  Each scholarship covers eligible ex-
penses for tuition, fees, books and room/board up to a maximum of $7,500 annually.  Sophomores are eligible for up to two years of 
funding.  Candidates must be interested in a research career in science, math or engineering, be a U.S. citizen, natural or resident alien, 
and have a GPA of 3.7 or above. Students planning on medical studies alone are not eligible. Note: UIC is only allowed to nomi-
nate (4) students per year. Students undertake an institutional review after the UIC deadline. 
Website: http://www.act.org/goldwater/  

Truman Scholarship (UIC Deadline: November 15, 2010): The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation awards 
$30,000 scholarships to students who want to attend graduate school in preparation for careers in public service leadership.  Each year 70-
75 awards are given, and winners are provided with leadership training, graduate school counseling and internship opportunities with fed-
eral agencies.  Applicants should have a GPA of 3.7 or higher and have public service related experiences and goals, and must be a full-
time junior level student at a four-year institution pursuing a bachelor's degree.  US citizens only.  Note: UIC is only allowed to nomi-
nate (4) students per year. Students undertake an institutional review after the UIC deadline. 
Website: http://www.truman.gov/ 

For more information on the awards listed above, contact the Office of Special Scholarship Programs at 312-355-2477 or at ssp@uic.edu 
to schedule an appointment with Beth Powers, Director. 
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Diversity at UIC: Latino Heritage Month  
 September 15th to October 15th, was Latino Heritage Month at UIC and across the nation. Celebrated annually, the goal of this nation-
ally recognized event, according to the Library of Congress, is to pay “tribute to the generations of Hispanic Americans who have posi-
tively influenced and enriched our nation and society “ (http://www.hispanicheritagemonth.gov/). As those of you who walked through 
the Quad last month may have noticed, this event was celebrated with interesting cultural displays, art exhibitions, and musical perform-
ances among other things.  

The observation of this event  dates back to Present Lyndon B. Johnson’s term  in office in 1968. In 1988, President Reagan stretched the 
duration to 30 days—a month’s time. This time was chosen because the Independence Days of the Latin American countries of Costa 
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Mexico, and Chile fall in this semester. Every year Latino Heritage Month has a new 
underlying theme that is highlighted; this year it was “Celebrating History, Heritage, and the American Dream."  

At UIC, the month was inaugurated by the event “Orgullo Latino” on the 16th of September in the Quad, which included music per-
formances, sampling of traditional food, and informative exhibits on Latino Resources at UIC. Lectures by faculty and guest speakers, 
with titles such as “The Role of Faculty in Creating an Equal Rights University”, were also on the menu. Some of the other events in-
cluded a live art by Latino Aerosol Expressions and La Tierra Prometida, a “Noche des Poetas” (Poetry Night), a Capoeira workshop 
(Capoeira is a Afro-Brazilian dance/matrial art form), and a “Make your own Piñatas” session by the Health Oriented Latino Association.  

The goal of this month is not only to showcase the vibrant Hispanic culture, its traditions and contemporary growth, but to thus foster 
increased acceptance and understanding to the end of increased tolerance and friendship between all types of people at UIC and across 
the nation. Hopefully we inched a little closer to this aim as a campus last month, and will continue to do so in the future.  

 -Sasidhar Madugula 
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The band on opening day 

A dancer in the Quad on opening day 
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Upcoming Articles:  

Professor Paul Malchow wins the 2010 Award for 
Excellence in Teaching! 

New faces at the Honors College! Get ready 
to meet some new advisors and academic 
staff next month!  

Photo Montage 

Chancellor’s Reception:  

HCAB Haunted Event:  


	UIC Honors College
		This Ampersand welcomes the new Student Editor, Sasidhar S. Madugula, a new editorial board, and a new Faculty Advisor, Mark Chiang, Associate Professor of English and Coordinator of Asian American Studies. We thank them for their great efforts to keep the Honors community updated with this newsletter. In this issue, you’ll read about an incredible line-up of speakers in the “Honors College Leadership Lecture Series,” sponsored by the Caterpillar Foundation. As I write this, we’ve just welcomed our first speaker, former Illinois Governor Jim Edgar, co-sponsored by the Political Science Department. Ten students had the extraordinary opportunity to have lunch with Governor Edgar and hear first hand what lead him to his leadership experiences and what advice he has for them. This experience will be played out multiple times this semester with speakers co-sponsored with Political Sciences: Erma Tranter (Executive Director, Friends of the Parks), Joe Ferguson (Inspector General, City of Chicago), Manny Flores (Chairman, IL Commerce Commission), and Maria De Los Angeles Torres (Professor and Head of UIC’s Department of Latin American Studies). 
	hosting four speakers in the context of the Honors Seminar on Leadership taught by Dr. Michael Miller. Speakers include:  Rina K. Dukor (President, BioTools, Inc.), Mary Dillon (CEO, US Cellular), Bruce Brineman (Operations Manager, Caterpillar, Inc.), and Michael DeSantiago (President, Primera Engineering).
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